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                Some artistic narratives are a source of valuable and bona fide philosophical insights. Some narrative artwork may even confirm the claims they advance. Sometimes engaging with artistic narratives puts us in a position to gain personal insights. In many cases our dealings with well-crafted narrative works of art — of various literary, dramatic, and musical kinds — enables us to achieve these philosophical and personal goods by tapping into, directing, and educating our emotions and, sometimes, our higher-order capacities for reflecting on our emotions. All of this can be so even though it is true — as many philosophers have been at pains to advertise — that certain fictionalizing tendencies that arise when thinking of our lives in overly literary ways, presents serious risks and dangers.
The set of claims summarized above gives a fair account of the main and recurrent themes in the chapters of this edited volume. This is not to say, of course, that any single one of the nine collected essays seeks to defend each and all of these claims (though they are surely compatible if not complementary). Indeed, at least one of the essays, the final one by Matravers, hardly touches on or advances the fortunes of any of these claims directly at all. Even so, it performs the crucial service of putting to bed a common misconception that abounds concerning the relation of narrative and fiction. It does so by disentangling questions about what is involved in engaging imaginatively with narratives from questions about the distinction between fiction and non-fiction. Matravers convincingly reminds us that we must engage imaginatively with all narratives, whether they are pure fictions or straightforward non-fictional documentaries. Putting his moral starkly: ‘our engagement with narrative is one issue, the distinction between fiction and non-fiction quite another’ (p. 181). Readers are warned against being taken in by the overly simplistic, and all too often uncritically endorsed, convention of assuming that we systematically adopt an attitude of ‘make believe’ only with respect to, and when dealing with, fictions, and a quite different attitude of ‘belief’ with respect to, and when dealing with, non-fictions.
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